Featured News
Coffee Day 2021
National Coffee Day is September 29 and ASEF is hosting
its 3rd annual ‘Donate A Cup’ fundraiser to celebrate! We
set a goal to raise $5,000 between September 26 –
October 2. Plan to join us all week long and donate what
you would normally spend on a cup of coffee. Once you
have donated, don’t forget to share your contribution on
social media. Tag @ASE360 with a picture of your cup of
coffee using #ASEFoundation #GaveACup. We want to
see your coffee selfies and cheers you for your
contribution to the Annual Appeal. Interested in making an early pledge to help us wake up
other donations? Contact Mary Carmody at MCarmody@ASEcho.org.

Announcements
Global Health Collaboration at the Asian Society of Cardiovascular
Imaging Congress
The Foundation was proud to virtually participate
in the 14th ASCI Congress, August 19-21 in
Vietnam. Under the coordination of James
Kirkpatrick, MD, FASE and Hoai Nguyen, MD,
PhD, ASE volunteers shared their scanning
expertise with cardiovascular ultrasound clinicians
during a virtual training village, and also presented
a joint session focused on the future of valve
imaging, innovation in risk assessment, congenital heart disease, and more. The meeting
was completely virtual, which allowed our volunteers to reach an international audience of
over 1,000 attendees without the need to travel. Our Foundation sessions are also being
translated into Vietnamese and will be made available as part of the congress’s ondemand content, further expanding our outreach.
Special thanks to all of our ASE volunteers for
their time and contribution to the program: chairs
James Kirkpatrick, MD, FASE and Hoai
Nguyen, MD, PhD; and speakers: Jose
Banchs, MD, FASE; Keith Collins, MS, RDCS,
FASE; Ashlee Davis, BS, ACS, RDCS, FASE;
Michelle Fujioka, RDMS, RDCS, FASE; Carol
Kraft, BS, RDCS, RDMS; Eric Kruse, BS, ACS,
RDCS, RVT, FASE; Wyman Lai, MD, MPH,
MBA, FASE; Roberto Lang, MD, FASE;
Stephen Little, MD, FASE; Pravin Patil, MD, FASE; Vera Rigolin, MD, FASE; and
Becky Schwaegler, BS, RDMS, RDCS (AE,PE), FASE.

ASE 2022 Dues Renewal
Keep an eye out for your ASE
Membership dues renewal in the mail.
The invoice includes a suggested $20
donation to the ASE Foundation Annual
Appeal. We encourage you to accept
this donation when renewing your
membership. If every member donated
$20, we would raise almost $300,000!

It is never too early to start thinking about your 2021 charitable contributions.
Learn about the numerous ways you can give to the ASE Foundation here.
Donate to the ASE Foundation

